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In recent years, the integrated modular avionics (IMA) concept has been introduced to replace the traditional federated avionics.
Different avionics functions are hosted in a shared IMA platform, and IMA adopts partition technologies to provide a logical
isolation among different functions. The IMA architecture can provide more sophisticated and powerful avionics functionality;
meanwhile, the failure propagation patterns in IMA are more complex. The feature of resource sharing introduces some
unintended interconnections among different functions, which makes the failure propagation modes more complex. Therefore,
this paper proposes an architecture analysis and design language- (AADL-) based method to establish the reliability model of
IMA platform. The single software and hardware error behavior in IMA system is modeled. The corresponding AADL error
model of failure propagation among components, between software and hardware, is given. Finally, the display function of IMA
platform is taken as an example to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

As an important development direction of future large
aircraft avionics system, IMA completes the real-time pro-
cessing and information exchange task in navigation, com-
munication, monitoring, and flight management through
the integrated technology of avionics system [1], to ensure
the flight safety effectively.

IMA is a safety critical system of civil aircraft. It uses
resource sharing, data fusion, and restoration reconfiguration
technology, which makes IMA highly complex and brings
great challenges to IMA safety and reliability assessment. In
addition, the failure propagation mechanism of IMA is so
complex that the traditional reliability analysis method is
not applicable to solve the problems of IMA architecture reli-
ability assessment. Therefore, it is of great significance to
study the reliability assessment method and to complete the
work of IMA architecture reliability assessment.

To solve these problems, this paper introduces the reliabil-
ity analysis technology based on AADL error model [2]. The

AADL errormodel is bound to the IMAplatform architecture
on the basis of the error behavior and error propagation
modeling of IMA platform to complete the reliability model-
ing. We take the display function as an example to make a
comparison and analysis on different IMA architectures of
its availability to draw conclusions on quantitative analysis.

2. AADL Error Model Overview

AADL uses the architecture design and analysis language,
which supports the text or graphical modeling in three levels
of hardware, software, and system [3]. It is used to complete
the description and analysis of software and hardware in the
real-time system and has been widely used in the flight con-
trol system and avionics system. In order to further extend
the description ability of AADL language, SAE issued the
AS5506/1 in November 2006, which includes the error model
and the behavior model annex, so that the AADL has its
unique syntax and semantics. For the error behavior of
IMA platform, error model annex is analyzed in detail.
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The error model annex [4] is a state machine that can
be associated with an AADL component or connection, to
describe system errors, error behavior, and error propaga-
tion [5]. Including

(1) error model type: describing a set of error states, error
events, and error propagation; specifying the proba-
bility of occurrence of error events and error propa-
gation by property;

(2) error model implementation: a more detailed error
model is defined, including the transition between
error states and the occurrence of random events,
which are used for further quantitative analysis [6].

In summary, the principle of error model can be
expressed under certain conditions; components will trigger
the error events due to its failure, and the error events will
trigger the transition between the related error states; at the
same time, the running states between the components that
interact with each other will influence mutually due to the
existence of the error propagation.

3. Implementation of IMA Error Model

3.1. Error Behavior Modeling of IMA Single Component

3.1.1. Error Behavior Modeling of Single Hardware. General
processing modules of IMA platform can be divided into
two parts: hardware and software; the software performs
the related functions by loading itself into the hardware.
First, considering only the single hardware error behavior
model, we assume that the hardware of the general process-
ing module is in the normal working state at the initial time;
after running for some time, the hardware may fail because of
the stress, such as temperature stress and electromagnetic
stress. The hardware may be able to self-recover after the
external stress disappears, that is, the failure lasts only a short
time and only to reduce the hardware performance, which is
called temporary failure [7]; however, if the external stress
continues to be maintained, after a certain period of time, it

will lead to permanent failure of the hardware, and it cannot
recover anymore. This transition behavior of hardware error
states is shown in Figure 1.

The AADL annex sublanguage is used to describe the
above hardware error behavior, as shown in Figure 2. The
hardware error model is divided into two parts, which are
hardware error model type and error model implementation.
The error model type contains 6 error states (including initial
state) and 8 error events; the hardware error model imple-
mentation contains all of the transition rules between the
error states, and the time occurrence or probability of the
error events are described. The corresponding model mean-
ing is shown in Figure 2 notes.

3.1.2. Error Behavior Modeling of Single Software.We assume
that the software of the general processing module is in nor-
mal state at the initial time; after a period of operation, the
software will be in failure due to the specific input (for the
inevitable defects in the design of the complex software, the
harsh design assurance level can only reduce the number of
defects). Because of the fault-tolerance design of IMA soft-
ware, the software will not lose its function immediately,
and IMA will detect the failure and determine the failure
type. If the failure is temporary, it needs to be further divided
and determined whether the failure can be removed; if the
failure can be removed, after a period of processing, the soft-
ware can be restored to the normal state; if the failure cannot
be removed, after a long time, this temporary failure will
become permanent failure, and the software can be restored
only through restarting operation. Figure 3 describes the
transition rules between software error states.

The AADL annex sublanguage is used to describe the
above software error behavior, as shown in Figure 4. The soft-
ware error model is also divided into two parts, which are
software error model type and error model implementation.
The error model type contains 7 error states (including initial
state) and 9 error events; the software error model implemen-
tation contains all of the transition rules between the error
states, and the time occurrence or probability of the error
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Figure 1: Transition behavior of IMA hardware error states.
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error model for hardware//error model type
features//error mode features
errorfree:initial error state;//initial state
failed:error state;//failure state
termporary_failed:error state;//failure state
continual_temporary_failed:error state;// failure state
dissappeared_temporary_failed:error state;// failure state
overstressed:error event;//failure state
direct_damage:error event;//failure state
performance_degradation:error event;/failure state
continual_overstess:error event;// failure state
disappeared_overstess:error event;// failure state
time_direct_damage:error event;failure state
repaire:error event;//failure state
recovery:error event;//failure state

end for hardware;//error model type end

error model implementation for hardware.general// error model implementation
transitions//states transitions explanation
errorfree-[overstress]->failed;
failed-[direct_damage]->permanent_failed;
failed-[performance_degradation]->temporary_failed;
permanent_failed-[repaire]->errorfree;
temporary_failed-[continual_overstress]->continual_temporary_failed;
temporary_failed-[disappeared_overstress]->disappeared_temporary_failed;
continual_temporary_failed-[time_direct_damage]->permanent_failed;
disappeared_temporary_failed-[recovery]->errorfree;
properties//random events properties explaination
occurence=>poisson os applies to overstress;
occurence=>fixed dd applieds to direct_damage;
occurence=>fixed 1-dd applies to performance_degradation;
occurence=>fixed co applies to continual_overstress;
occurence=>fixed 1-co applies to disappeared_overstress;
occurence=>poisson tdd applies to time_direct_damage;
occurence=>poisson lambda applies to repair;
occurence=>poisson miui applies to recovery;

end for hardware.general;//error model implementation end

Figure 2: Single hardware error model.
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Figure 3: Transition behavior of IMA software error states.
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events are described. The corresponding model meaning is
shown in Figure 4 notes.

3.2. Error Propagation Modeling of IMA

3.2.1. Internal Hardware/Software Error Propagation
Modeling for Individual Components. The software runs on
the hardware, so the hardware failure will affect the normal
operation of the software. It specifically includes three cases:

(1) The stress on hardware can disappear, and the hard-
ware is in temporary failure; it depends on whether
the software is in a normal state. If the software is in
normal state, after a period of operation, the software
will be in failure under the influence of the hardware
failure; if the software itself is in failure now, after a
period of operation, the software may be in perma-
nent failure or temporary failure because of the hard-
ware failure, which depends entirely on the hardware
failure type.

(2) Hardware is in permanent failure, which will lead the
software to stop immediately, and now the software
can be recovered only by restarting after the hardware
is being back to normal.

(3) As for the impact of software on hardware, we only
consider the permanent failure of software that will
occur, which will lead the hardware to transfer from
the normal state to a temporary failure state where
the stress can disappear. In other cases, the software
has no effect on the hardware.

The interaction between hardware and software [8] is
shown in Figure 5. The AADL annex sublanguage is used to
model the above error output and input behavior of software,
as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

3.2.2. Error PropagationModeling between IMA Components.
IMA uses the partition method to divide each application
software or function into a single partition, so that each
partition has its own storage space and time gap and

error model for software//error model type

end for software;//error model type end

error model implementation for software.general// error model implementation

end for software.general;//error model implementation end

features//error mode features
errorfree:initial error state;//initial state
failed:error state;//failure state
detection_end:error state;//failure state
permanent_failed:error state;//failure state
temporary_failed:error state;//failure state
unremovable_temporary_failed:error state;// failure state
removable_temporary_failed:error state;// failure state
fail:error event;//failure state
detection:error event;//failure state
direct_damage:error event;//failure state
performance_degradation:error event;//failure state
unremovable:error event;// failure state
removable:error event;// failure state
time_damage:error event;//failure state
restart:error event;//failure state
recovery:error event;//failure state

transitions//states transitions explaination
errorfree-[fail]->failed;
failed-[detection]->detection_end;
detection_end-[direct_damage]->permanent_failed;
detection_end-[performance_degradation]->temporary_failed;
permanent_failed-[restart]->errorfree;
temporary_failed-[unremovable]->unremovable_temporary_failed;
temporary_failed-[removable]->removable_temporary_failed;
unremovable_temporary_failed-[time_damage]->permanent_failed;
removable_temporary_failed-[recovery]->errorfree;
properties//random events properties explaination
occurrence=>poisson os applies to fail;
occurrence=>poisson os applies to detection;
occurrence=>fixed dd applieds to direct_damage;
occurrence=>fixed 1-dd applies to performance_degradation;
occurrence=>fixed phi applies to unremovable;
occurrence=>fixed 1-phi applies to removable;
occurrence=>poisson mu applies to restart;
occurrence=>poisson td applies to time_damage; 
occurrence=>poisson theta applies to recovery;

Figure 4: Single software error model.
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ensures that they do not have the influence on each other.
However, because of the needs for communication
between applications, the errors may be transferred across
different partitions during the data transmission and may
damage the partition [9].

All of the message communication between partitions are
completed through channels, that is, one message source

transfers from a partition to one or more destination par-
titions through channels. The channel defines a logical
connection from one source to another or multiple destina-
tions, and the source and destination may belong to different
partitions. In the initial system configuration, we need to
define the message type, port, and channel. The error propa-
gation simplified model of IMA is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 5: Interaction between software and hardware.

error model for software//error model type

end for software;//error model type end
error model implementation for software.general// error model implementation

transitions//states transitions explaination
[...]

[...]

(+)permanent_failed-[out_sw_permanent_failed_outflow]->permanent_failed;// output failure and state transfer
(+)errorfree-[in disappeared_temporary_failed_flow]->failed;//input failure and state transfer
(+)failed-[in disappeared_temporary_failed_outflow]->temporary_failed_sw;//input failure and state transfer
(+)temporary_failed_sw-[in to_permanet_failed]->permanent_failed;//input failure and state transfer
(+)temporary_failed_sw-[in to_temporary_failed]->temporary_failed;//input failure and state transfer
(+)errorfree-[in hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->reboot_state;/ input failure and state transfer
(+)failed-[in hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->reboot_state;// input failure and state transfer
(+)permanent_failed-[in hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->reboot_state;// input failure and state transfer
(+)unremovable_temporary_failed-[in hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->reboot_state;// input failure and state transfer
(+)removable_temporary_failed-[in hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->reboot_state;/ /input failure and state transfer
(+)reboot_state-[in reboot]->errorfree;//input failure and state transfer

(+)occurence=>poisson spfo applies to sw_permanent_failed_outflow;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1 applieds to disappeared_temporary_failed_outflow;
(+)occurence=>fixed tpf applies to permanent_failed;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1-tpf applies to temporary_failed;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1 applies to hw_permanent_failed_outflow;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1 applies to reboot;

end for software general;//error model implementation end

properties//random events properties explaination

features//error mode features
[...]

[...]

(+)temporary_failed:error state;//failure state
(+)reboot_state:error state;//failure state

(+)to_permanent_failed:error state;//failure state
(+)to_temporary_failed:error state;//failure state
(+)sw_permanent_failed_outflow:output error propagation;// output failure
(+)disapeared_temporary_failed_outflow:input error propagation;// input failure
(+)hw_permanent_failed_outflow:input error propagation;// input failure
(+)reboot:input error propagation;// input failure

Figure 6: Error output and input model of software.
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After the module 1 fails, IMA will deal with it with the
corresponding failure handling mechanism (such as failure
detection and failure limit). We consider two factors: on the
one hand, we assume that the module has 100% failure detec-
tion capability, namely, the failure must be detected after it
occurred, but it does not have 100% failure limit capability,
namely, the error may be transferred through the established
channel after it happened; on the other hand, we consider the
correctness of the channel configuration, for example, when
module 1 transfers the data to module 2, the connection
L(1,2) should be connected; however, because of the

incorrect configuration of the switch configuration table
resulting in that the connection L(1,3) and/or L(1,4) and/or
L(1,n) are connected, while the connection L(1,2) is uncon-
nected. Thus, considering these two factors, the error propa-
gation probability from module m to module n is

P m, n = 1 − r m × L m, n 1

In the above formula, r m is the failure limit capabil-
ity of module m, that is, the ability that the module can
limit the error to the area without transferring it out.
0≤ r(m)≤ 1; when r(m) = 0, the error must be transferred
out; when r(m) = 1, the error cannot be transferred out.
L m, n is the probability of connecting the channel from
modulem to n; obviously, 0≤L(m,n)≤ 1. Generally speaking,
the reliability of AFDX network is so high that the value of
L m, n will be close to 1, when the data is transferred from
module m to n.

Based on the above analysis, modeling the error prop-
agation between IMA components, here, we only show the
error transition from one component to another, and the
rest is analogous. The error propagation behavior is shown
in Figure 9.

The AADL error model annex language is used to
describe the error propagation behavior between two compo-
nents, as shown in Figures 10 and 11. Component A and
component B describe their error output and input bymatch-
ing the out-in names.

4. Verification Case of Safety Analysis on
Display Function of IMA

The display function of IMA platform is taken as an
example to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Firstly, the system architecture and error model

error model for hardware//error model type

error model implementation for hardware.general// error model implementation
transitions//states transitions explaination
[...]

[...]

(+)errorfree-[in sw_permanent_failed_outflow]->disappeared_temporary_failed;

(+)disappeared_temporary_failed-[out disappeared_temporary_failed_outflow]->disappeared_temporary_failed;

(+)permanent_failed-[out hw_permanent_failed_outflow]->permanent_failed;

(+)errorfree-[out reboot]->errorfree;

(+)occurence=>fixed dtfo applieds to disappeared_temporary_failed_outflow;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1 applies to hw_permanent_failed_outflow;
(+)occurence=>poisson r applies to reboot;
(+)occurence=>fixed 1 applies to sw_permanent_failed_outflow;

properties//random events properties explaination

//input failure and state transfer

//input failure and state transfer

//output failure and state transfer

//output failure and state transfer

features//error mode features
[...]
(+)disappeared_temporary_failed_ovverflow:output error propagation;// output failure
(+)hw_permanent_failed_outflow:output error propagation;// output failure
(+)reboot:output error propagation;// output failure
(+)sw_permanent_failed_outflow:input error propagation;// input failure

end for software;//error model type end

end for hardware.general;//error model implementation end

Figure 7: Error output and input model of hardware.
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is constructed by AADL, and then the AADL model is
transferred to GSPN model according to certain grammat-
ical rules [10]. This method is shown in Figure 12. Finally,
the availability of different architectures for display function
is compared.

4.1. Reliability Modeling of Display Function. With the
improvement of aircraft performance, the display control
system of aircraft is gradually integrated. Cockpit display
technology has undergone a long process of development
from the mechanical to electronic, from dedicated devices
to shared resources, and from the separated to the integrated.
The typical architecture of basic integrated cockpit display
system [11] is shown in Figure 13.

Sensors are distributed in various parts of the aircraft,
sensing the measured information and converting the infor-
mation into output signals according to certain rules, and
then outputting these signals; data processing module is used
to determine the display working mode and components of

display function, changing the data information into graphic
data and instructions, to display the control task scheduling;
graphic processing module is used to construct characters
and graphics; display devices include various displays and
support units for displaying the flight information, engine
working states, and so on.

Based on the above architecture, in fact, the integrated
cockpit display system realizes the fault-tolerant property
through many display devices, a lot of graphic processing
modules and backup sensors. The typical architecture of it
is shown in Figure 14.

There is a set of sensors on each side of the aircraft to
collect the flight data, and they are backups to each other.
As long as a set of sensors can work normally, data process-
ing modules can receive the normal data. Then, data will be
transferred to two graphic processing modules after being
processed by the data processing module, and the two
graphic processing modules can adopt the cold/hot backup
configuration. After being processed by the graphic process-
ing modules, images will be shown on the display. From the
overall architecture, the same software and hardware config-
uration is used in both left and right display function, but
tasks are different. They are working independently and
backup to each other; once one side fails, the other side will
take over its mission, thereby improving the reliability of
the aircraft [12].

On the basis of mastering the architecture of IMA display
function, the error models of basic display function and bilat-
eral fault-tolerant display function are established, respec-
tively, by using the AADL. Simplify every component
according to the modeling method which is described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, that is, only consider the normal and failure states,
regardless of the remaining error states. The error model of
the components is bound to the architecture model to con-
struct the AADL reliability model of the display function.
The graphical representation of AADL reliability models is
shown in Figures 15 and 16.

In Figure 15, when sensor S fails, the error will transfer
along the data chain; thus, the data processing module will
be influenced; once the data processing module fails, no mat-
ter how it fails (it fails by itself or affected by the failure of the
sensor), the error will transfer along the data chain

Normal

Failure

Fault Repair

Component A

Normal

Failure

Fault Repair

Component B

AFDX

Error output Error input

Figure 9: Error propagation behavior between components.

error model A//error model type
features//error mode features
[...]
(+)error_propagation:output error propagation:// output failure

end A://error model type end

error model implementation A.general//error model implementation
transitions//states transitions explanation
[...]
(+)failed-[output error_propogation]-failed;// output and transfer
properties//random events properties explaination
(+)occurrence=>fixed ep applieds to error_propagation;

end A.general;//error model implementation end

Figure 10: Error output model of component A.

error model B//error model type
features//error mode features
[...]
(+)error_propagation:input error propagation;// input failure

end B;//error model type end

error model implementation B.general//error model implementation
transitions//states transitions explanation
[...]
(+)errorfree-[input error_propogation]-failed:// input and transfer
properties//random events properties explaination
(+)occurrence=>fixed 1 applieds to error_propagation;

end B.general;//error model implementation end

Figure 11: Error input model of component B.
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Figure 12: The experiment method.
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continuously and will make influence on graphic processing
module; similarly, the graphic processing module and display
device will be influenced by the transferred errors; finally, the
cockpit display function will be influenced.

In Figure 16, sensors “S_1” and “S_2” are backups to each
other; they are both in working mode and both make output
to the system; only when both of them fail, the error will
transfer along the data chain, then affecting the data process-
ing module; the graphic processing module uses a hot backup
architecture, namely, “I_1” and “I_3” are in working mode
and make output to the system in initial conditions and
“I_2” and “I_4” are also in working mode, but they do not
make output to the system; once “I_1” or “I_3” fails, graphic
processing module will change to hot backup mode immedi-
ately, and “I_2” or “I_4” will make output to the system.
Therefore, only when both of two graphic processing mod-
ules fail, the error will transfer along the data chain and affect
the cockpit display device.

4.2. Comparative Analysis of Availability of Different
Architectures for Display Function. The design of IMA is an
iterative process. As a necessary part of this process, the

safety assessment is also an iterative process [13]. We should
consider not only the cost but also the availability, so as to
find a balance between them. The availability of the following
ten cases is studied in detail for both the basic and the bilat-
eral fault-tolerant display function architecture, as shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

On the basis of establishing the AADL reliability model,
we use the GSPN (general stochastic Petri net) [14] to ana-
lyze and compute the availability of the display function
under the steady states. The availability is the proportion
of time that a system is in a functioning condition. Firstly,
we need to set the changeable parameters. Set failure proba-
bility of the display system components to 2E-3 per flight
hour and complete repair once an hour and then further
analyze all of the existent states and capture the availability
of display function under the steady states. Results can be
seen in Tables 3 and 4.

We can get the following conclusions from the above
results: the availability of bilateral tolerant architectures is
higher than that of the basic architectures under the steady
states. When sensors are in the same architecture, the steady-
state availability of the hot backup of graphic processing
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Figure 14: Architecture of bilateral tolerant display function.
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Figure 16: AADL reliability model of bilateral tolerant display function.

Table 1: Design of different architectures for basic display function.

Architecture Sensor
Graphic processing

module

1 No backup No backup

2 No backup Hot backup

3 Mutual backup No backup

4 Mutual backup Hot backup

5 Nonjudgement mutual backup No backup

6 Nonjudgement mutual backup Hot backup

Table 2: Design of different architectures for bilateral tolerant
display function.

Architecture Sensor
Graphic processing

module

7 Mutual backup No backup

8 Mutual backup Hot backup

9 Nonjudgement mutual backup No backup

10 Nonjudgement mutual backup Hot backup
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modules is higher than that of nonbackup; when graphic pro-
cessing modules are in the same architecture, the steady-state
availability of the mutual backup of sensors is higher than
nonjudgment mutual backup and nonbackup of sensors.
The availability of ten architectures is shown in Figure 17.
It should be noted that the hot backup will increase the cost;
thus, the architecture of lower cost can be chosen when it
meets the reliability needs.

In summary, when single component is under the
pressure of failure, for the actual system which contains
thousands of components, the key way to keep it operating
reliably is fault limit and backup. Therefore, if the cost is
limited, we should use these two ways to ensure the reliability
of the system.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a reliability modeling method for IMA
based on AADL error model, which effectively solves the
problem of complex error propagation mechanism due to

the highly complex and resource-sharing characteristics
of IMA. It accurately describes the dynamic characteristics
of IMA fault and makes up the defects of static reliability
assessment method. At the same time, the establishment of
AADL reliability model based on system architecture ensures
the synchronization of IMA reliability model and IMA design
and avoids the traditional problems of “postdesign evalua-
tion.” By analyzing the availability of display function under
different architecture, we proposed that the reasonable use
the fault limit and backup mechanism can improve the
system reliability effectively under the condition of cost
allowable. It is meaningful to safety assessment work of com-
plex electronic hardware in avionics system.
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